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VOLUME II
A NOTE OF THANKS
From Kathleen Eimil, NNTC Show Chairman

As we come to the close of the 1996 Diamond Jubilee year, I would like to take this
opportunity to thank several people who made our NNTC Specialties successful. First, to the
members who voted for judges: your choices were reflected in the high quality of judges at
Specialties this year. Beginning with the Specialty in Kalamazoo, MI, Barbara Fournier was
breed judge for both Norfolk and Norwich; and Martha Seaman (Norwich) and Melanie Wallwork
(Norfolk) were sweepstakes judges. Thanks also to NNTC Governor and Specialty hostess, Joan
Eckert, and friends who toiled long and hard that weekend. Onward to Montgomery where Joan
Schurr Kefeli (Norwich) and Frauke Hinsch (Norfolk) were breed judges and Sue Weaver (Nor-
wich) and Nat LaMar (Norfolk) judged sweepstakes. It is interesting to note that all the judges
for our Jubilee Year Specialties are Norwich or Norfolk breeders. Thanks also to Joan Church,
Match show chairman, and Lu Matteson, Hospitality chairman. A job well done by a good group
of people!

Editors’ Note. Kathleen Eimil herself deserves a hearty round of applause for all the hard
work she did to make our 1996 NNTC Specialties such well-organized and fun occasions!

ANOTHER H.O.T. TIME IN TEXAS
by Marleen Greif

For the second time, the Heart of Texas Norwich and Norfolk Terrier Club (H.O.T.) wel-
comed the NNCTC to Texas for its supported show. The supported entry was part of the five-day
River City Cluster held in San Antonio at the Henry B. Gonzales Convention Center. Despite the
record Texas heat outside, everyone was cool and comfortable inside this delightful, air-condi-
tioned facility. And, just a short walk across the street was the host hotel — the Marriott Riverwalk.

After two days of exhibiting Norfolk and Norwich, first under Mr. Desmond Murphy and
then under Mrs. James E. Clark, it was time for the Supported Entry. H.O.T. member and trophy
co-chair, Fay Stengl, set up our trophy table at ringside. Once again, our trophies were done by
H.O.T. member Neva Whitton who did a superb job. Monogrammed breed figures decorated
each award: Director’s chairs for BOB, wall hangings (complete with the Alamo and Texas
wildflowers) for BOS, pillows for Winners and Reserve, and fabric coolers for first in each class.
Betty Bossio decorated the wooden clocks for BOW — quite a display of our two wonderful
breeds. A fiesta theme was carried out with colorful decorations including Norwich and Norfolk
piñatas sitting in the director’s chairs. Needless to say, our trophy display was the envy of many
who stopped to admire it. Also, H.O.T. gave to each Norwich and Norfolk exhibitor a hospitality
bag of goodies for dogs and their people.

Mr. George Pimlott judged the Supported entry with the following results. In Norfolk,
WD/BOW and BOS to Surrey Down-Easter (who finished); WB to Mike and Tina Dennis’ Re-
gency Angel of Abbedale; BOB to Ch Max-Well’s Walk On By who went on to win the Group
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ANOTHER H.O.T. TIME IN TEXAS (Cont'd)

that night! In Norwich, WD to Gwen Warkentin’s Psalm’s Salutation; WB/BOW and BOB to Leslie Becker’s Bred By entry, Skyscot’s Bella Donna (to finish); and BOS to Ch Baybreez Blacken Decker. The day was topped off in the H.O.T. hospitality suite with a Mariachi band serenading us as we looked over the auction items. We enjoyed a fantastic buffet but the centers of attention were the magnificent ice carvings of a Norwich and Norfolk which adorned the main buffet table. As auctioneer Jim Cunningham remarked, the two breeds became one by evening’s end as the sculptures slowly melted.

Then we got down to the three auctions — silent, “Chinese” and live. Many fabulous items had been donated (including several items collected from show vendors by resourceful member Betty Bossio). Bidding was lively on everything: watercolor portraits of both breeds, dog beds, an x-pen, a trip to Montgomery, the trophy table piñatas, and much more. We raised over $2,323.00!!! The H.O.T. will donate a percentage of the proceeds to NNTC Rescue and to medical research to benefit both Norfolk and Norwich. Many thanks to everyone who donated to the auction, to the bidders, and to auctioneer Jim and his assistants, Jody Cunningham, Kitty Henderson and Betty Bossio.

The H.O.T. would like to thank the NNTC for having a Supported Show here and especially all of the exhibitors who came to San Antonio. While we are a small club (20 members), we are a very active and energetic group and loved hosting the events. No matter which breed we own or support each other as was demonstrated by the Norwich owners who helped groom a Norfolk exhibit (who went on to finish under Judge Anne Clark) and the Norfolk exhibitor who groomed her Norfolk competition. While all of our members contributed to the success of the show, I would personally like to thank certain ones who worked extra hard to make this a successful show, namely, Patricia Rogers, Donna Winslow, Betty Bossio, Kitty Henderson, Fay Stengler, Neva Whitton and Jody and Jim Cunningham. Our Club looks forward to hosting the NNTC again in the future.

WANTED

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR JUDGES’ EDUCATION SEMINAR

A Plea from Joan Kefeli

In conjunction with the NNTC Supported entry at The Columbia Terrier Association All-Terrier show on April 18, 1997, the NNTC will participate in a Judges’ Education Seminar on April 17. NNTC Board member and Education committee chair Joan Kefeli needs PHOTOS and 35mm SLIDES for the Norwich and Norfolk presentation. Specifically, she requests “show poses” in 5x7 or 8x10 sizes, puppy pictures (red and black & tan coats), good “head” photos and shots depicting our dogs at work and play. No dogs or owners will be identified in the presentation which will include a parade of Norwich and Norfolk (adults and puppies) for the judges and other participants to see (and, of course, to ooh and aaah over). In order to have time to plan the presentation, Joan needs your photos and slides as soon as possible. Questions? Call Joan at 304-485-0009. Submissions should be sent to her at 2 Ashmore Drive, Davisville, WVA 26142.
The Specialty at Kalamazoo

Barbara Miller, Missy Wood, Lu Matteson

Dr. Robert Hutchinson
Joan Eckert, NNTC "Gal in Kalamazoo"

Photos: Barbara Miller

Debby Pritchard, Andrew Kramer, Sandra Stemmler, Lu Matteson, Louise Leone
I enjoyed judging each entry in every class, even those that didn’t take kindly to my hat! But then, Norwich and Norfolk are supposed to act up once in a while, as it shows some of their personality. (Unfortunately, there’s all too little time to do justice to this in the show ring.)

As many of you know, I returned home to depart again two days later for the World and International shows in Budapest and Vienna. Along with me went the notes I made on judging the Specialty which, alas, were never to return with me to Santa Fe. In the following account, therefore, I must rely on memory and my overall impressions of both breeds.

I was particularly impressed with such a nice entry and extremely pleased to have devoted breeders with their senior citizens and the stud and brood bitch classes with their get. How gratifying to see this special effort!

Since my judging schedule didn’t permit individual critiques, I can only acknowledge those aspects that stand out most vividly in my mind. In both breeds, the majority were in good condition, with harsh coats (some in various stages of growth). Although front quarters were good, I noted some problems with rear quarters — namely, stifles and hocks — resulting in poor movement.

In general, expressions were good, with dark eyes, most of which were correctly oval. Ear sets were satisfactory, with only a few ears being a bit too large. Most toplines were level, and bodies were compact, carrying a good spring of rib as well as good length of neck, blending into well-laid-back shoulders. I was pleased to note that all exhibitors presented their dogs well.

My Best of Breeds and Best of Opposites stood out, showing to advantage the qualities that are needed to represent the Norfolk and Norwich breed values.

In conclusion, my best wishes to all of you who are as enthralled as I am with our very special breeds.

**WINNERS**

Saturday, May 25, 1996

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Norwich</th>
<th>Norfolk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WD/BOW</td>
<td>Chestnut Hills Royal Blue</td>
<td>Max-Well’s Spring Into Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RWD</td>
<td>Terrapin Trial By Jury</td>
<td>Churchwoods Max-A-Million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB</td>
<td>Chalkhill’s The Vamp</td>
<td>Abedale Maximum Exposure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RWB</td>
<td>Castle-Bar Lights Alive</td>
<td>Domby’s Miss Clara Pegotty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOS</td>
<td>Ch Dunbar’s Jet Setter</td>
<td>Ch Max-Well’s Summer Storm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOB/Gr.4</td>
<td>Ch Kristil’s Royal Conqueror</td>
<td>Ch Max-Well’s Weatherman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
KALAMAZOO

NORFOLK SWEEPSTAKES — Judge Melanie Wallwork

The opportunity to judge a Sweepstakes is particularly appealing since the puppies repre-
sent breeders’ best efforts during the prior 24 months. Obviously, each breeder considers his/her entry to be of good enough quality to show. The dilemma now remains for the judge to choose from a group of dogs of widely-varying maturities.

The puppies presented in Kalamazoo were overall of above average quality. My first broad impression concerns movement. As a group, side movement was basically good with some candidates exhibiting more reach and drive than others. No major problems were evident. Gaits coming toward me were also very acceptable with only an occasional puppy showing the paddling that comes from too short a forearm. Rear movement still needs some work; some moved too close behind and a couple of puppies were slightly cowhocked.

Differences in puppies’ ages make it difficult to compare heads. Most seemed to have adequate width between the ears with some needing more time to grow into their ears. In response to the too small, fly-away ear, breeders have sometimes erred on the side of the hound ear (myself included). While neither is correct, I would choose to err on the side of a larger ear correctly carried. Eyes were generally small and dark with only a couple that were too round/large. Some exhibits had missing incisors or a retained canine tooth. Bites were generally good.

Coats were appropriately harsh and well presented. While some entries’ grooming was more polished than others, I concerned myself more with coat texture than with grooming skill. Color is of very little consequence as long as it falls among those permitted by the standard.

Toplines and shoulder laybacks have improved dramatically from my early days in Nor-
folk and I saw continued evidence of that progress. Most tails were not set on too low and were carried well. The majority were not docked too short.

I was very pleased with the two Norfolk I selected for Best in Sweepstakes and Best of Opposite. Although I perceive them to be of a slightly different type, I liked them both. My Best in Sweeps, Abbedale Starina, owned by Jeff Roberts and Joan Eckert and bred by Joan, was indeed a star from the moment she stepped into the ring. Possessing unstoppable attitude and a pleasing twinkle in her eye, this black and tan bitch was a winner who quickly distanced herself from the competition. In motion, she was unbeatable that day. Best of Opposite Sex was Wonderwood’s Jack O’Lantern, a very young dog who possesses all the qualities necessary to mature into an outstanding representative of the breed. He was bred by Jessica Relinque, L. Murphy & M. Arm and is owned by Freddie Jackson.

In closing, please allow me to thank those who chose to enter their puppies under me. I hope it was a positive experience for all. I know you made it so for me.

NORWICH SWEEPSTAKES — Judge Martha Seaman

A Wedding Is A Good Excuse

In this spot, the News would have printed a critique by the Norwich Sweepstakes judge, Martha Seaman, if it had one. Martha was married shortly after the Kalamazoo specialty and the News understands that she is so blissfully happy that she has forgotten all of her winners. The best excuse we’ve heard in a long time.
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May 1996 found Norfolk and Norwich fanciers winding their way to Kalamazoo, MI, for the NNTC Specialty. Some took one airplane, others two; others drove. Some moaned and groaned about how long it took to get there; others said it was a piece of cake. But, all agreed that we were going to have a good time. And we did!

Thursday evening Dr. Robert Hutchinson lectured on artificial insemination. His presentation was both interesting and entertaining, particularly since I am a recent convert to this method.

The Kalamazoo County Fairgrounds was the venue for this cluster of shows which began Friday with NNTC member Ruth Cooper presiding over both breeds. WD/BOW was Shelly’s Blackrange Dustdevl, co-owned by Michele James and Angela Smith. Joan Eckert bred WB, Abbedale’s Maximum Exposure, co-owned with Tom Eberhard. Michele James had a good day watching Ch Fora Goodtime Call Shelly’s win BOS. BOB went to Ch Max-Well’s Weatherman, who won a Group I later that day.

Saturday morning, we returned to the Fairgrounds for the NNTC Specialty. Melanie Wallwork, NNTC officer and Norfolk breeder, judged Sweepstakes selecting Abbedale Starina as Best in Sweeps. BOS was awarded to Wonderwood’s Jack O’Lantern.

This being our Diamond Jubilee year, it was an honor to have long-time NNTC member and Norfolk breeder, Barbara Fournier, judge our breeds. “Bobby” originates from Connecticut where she began breeding under the Bethways prefix; she now lives in Santa Fe, NM, with a houseful of Norfolk, among them her most recent achievement, Ch Bethway’s Carlos. Bobby entered the ring in her usual southwestern garb — boots, hat, western skirt and shirt, not to mention her Indian jewelry. She selected carefully from each class, choosing Churchwood’s Max-A-Million as RWD and Max-Well’s Spring Into Action as WD/BOW. WB was Abbedale’s Maximum Exposure in a repeat performance from the previous day. RWB went to Dombly’s Miss Clara Pegotty. In BOB competition, Ch Max-Well’s Weatherman took breed for his third speciality win since beginning his special career, and later took the Group I placement under Judge Sandra Goose Allen. BOS went to Ch Max-Well’s Summer Storm and Awards of Merit to Ch Fora Goodtime Call Shelly’s and Ch Greenfields Step To The Rear.

To Barbara Fournier, THANK YOU from all of us.

Saturday evening Joan Eckert hosted a sumptuous dinner and the NNTC meeting at her home where go-to-ground equipment had been set up for practice trials in preparation for the next day’s competition. At the meeting, Linda Haring was installed as president, and discussion about a new, less restrictive membership category ensued. Show chair, Kathy Eimil, announced events scheduled for the rest of the Jubilee year and for 1997. The chefs were terrific, the barbecue ribs and chicken delicious, the company good and the evening fun. To Joan, and all who worked so hard — thank you.

Sunday, it was back to the Fairgrounds where Judge Bruce Schwartz awarded WD/BOW to Max-Well’s Spring Into Action (to finish). WB for the third straight day was Abbedale’s Maximum Exposure. BOS went to Ch Fora Goodtime Call Shelly’s and Ch Max-Well’s Weatherman earned his third BOB of the weekend and later Group I!

Monday, this writer was airborne leaving the Battle Creek KC show to those who could stay another day. Although I don’t have the winners. I was informed that Ch Max-Well’s Weatherman took Breed and a Group II. [WD/BOW, Max-well’s Spring Into Action; WB, Abbedale Maximum Exposure; BOS, Ch Fora Good Time Call Shelly’s; BOB/Group II, Ch Max-Well’s Weatherman.]

It was a super weekend of sportmanship in the ring, interaction outside of the ring, participation in meaningful activities — an outstanding time was had by all. As the song says, “I’ve got a gal in Kalamazoo” and she is Joan Eckert!
KALAMAZOO

NORWICH HIGHLIGHTS AND GOURMET DELIGHTS

by Larry Adams and Sandra Stemmler

Our journey north from St. Louis began Thursday, May 23. We arrived in Kalamazoo in time to attend Thursday evening’s seminar, The Joy of Reproduction, by renowned canine fertility specialist, Dr. Robert Hutchinson. NNTC members Joan Eckert, Linda Haring, Tony Gabrielli and Wayne Palmer prepared a super meal of pasta and salad for the attendees.

At the Friday show, Ruth Cooper judged Norwich and awarded BOB to Ch Stoney Meadow N’Erin J’Madison, BOS to Ch Chidleay Conquers My Heart. WD/BOW was Chestnut Hills Royal Blue, RWD was Terrapin Trial By Jury. WB was Chalkhill’s The Vamp, RBW was Wild West Jumpin Jessie. The day ended with a superb dining experience at the noted Kalamazoo restaurant, The Black Swan, where Bill and Alison Freehling joined us for a truly delicious meal.

At the NNTC Diamond Jubilee Specialty on Saturday, May 25, NNTC member and Norwich breeder (“Etcher”) Martha Seaman judged Norwich Sweeps. She awarded Best in Sweeps to Knickknacks Keep The Beat (Ch Kristi’s Ambassador to Ketka x Ketka’s Little Knickknack, CD), a bitch bred and owned by Kelly Levon. Chestnut Hills Royal Blue (Ch Devondale’s Master Miles x Chestnut Hills Trivet), bred by Karen and Ron Anderson and owned by Anna Bellenger, was BOS in Sweeps.

Long-time NNTC member and renowned Norfolk breeder Barbara Fournier judged regular Norwich classes. Mrs. Fournier awarded BOB to Ch. Kristi’s Royal Conqueror (Ch Chidleay Willum The Conqueror x Ch Dunbar’s Royal Kristil), a male bred by Debra Oster and Susan Kipp and owned by Jacqueline McMurray and Susan Kipp. Ch Dunbar’s Jet Setter (Ch Skyscot’s Steeplejack x Dunbar’s Super Saver), bred by Joan Kefeli and owned by Joan Kefeli and Helen Gaither, was BOS. WD/BOW was Chestnut Hills Royal Blue; RWD was Terrapin Trial By Jury (Ch Terrapin Timpani x Terrapin Tapioca), bred by Margaretta Wood and owned by Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Matteson. Chalkhill’s The Vamp (Ch Chalkhill Grin & Bare It x Ch Chalkhill Tea & Crumpets), bred by Carolyn Taylor and owned by Carolyn Taylor and Richard Greathouse, was WB; RBW was Castle-Bar Lights Alive (Ch Castle-Bar Noteability x Ch Castle-Bar Morning Glory), bred and owned by Barbara Pierce. Mrs. Fournier also presented Awards of Merit to Ch Fairewoods Frolic (Ch Royal Rock Don of Chidley x Ch Long Valley Fairewood Cheers), a bitch bred by Lotus Tutton and owned by Sandina Kennel, and to Ch Stoney Meadow N’Erin J’Madison (Ch Chidleay Willum The Conqueror x Ch Stoney Meadow Tory), a male bred by Doris Wear and Patricia Whiteside and owned by Lorenzo Mosby and Anthony Gaughn.

After the Specialty, we returned to Joan Eckert’s home for terrier races and a practice “go to ground” in anticipation of Sunday’s AKC Earthdog trials, to be judged by Kate Kenny. The Norfolks definitely upstaged their prick-ear cousins, the Norwich, at both these fun events. Afterwards, everyone gathered for a “good old-fashioned pig roast” sans the apple! It was truly a pleasure to finally be able to attend Joan Eckert’s much-touted event. Joan was joined in preparing this sumptuous feast by her able crew of Linda Haring, Tony Gabrielli and Wayne Palmer who specialized in delicious, homemade desserts. Yum! A brief NNTC meeting followed dinner where members first bid fond farewell to outgoing NNTC President George Bellenger and to long-time NNTC Board member Lu Matteson and then were introduced to new NNTC President Linda Haring.

The hospitality of Joan Eckert and other local NNTC members must be commended. The show site was super. The weather was lovely. We can’t wait to do it again!

Editors’ Note, Larry Adams, the new NNTC Notions Chairman, also owns and manages a well-known St. Louis restaurant, “Zinnia,” with his partner-chef and Norwich co-breeder, David Guempel. NNTC Governor and Notions assistant Sandra Stemmler frequently dines at this gourmet mecca.
And...then came Montgomery Weekend
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NNTC President Linda Haring, NNTC Rescue & Rehoming Chair/2d VP Sue Ely

NNTC members Ken Sumner, Milton Seiler and David Moynihan (Pair-A-Doc's Norwich)

David Powers, Missy Wood, Ed Flesh at Devon

Annette Penny (Penorth Norfolk/Norwich, U.K.) and Barbara Ege (Chilley)

NNTC Governor Ellen Lucas

Greg Salkow, Marge McTernan, Susan Salkow, Michael LaBrie, Betty Fell at Devon

NNTC Trophy Chair Louise Leone, Asst. Sophie Stephens

Nonie Reynders and Barbara Pessina after a long day of showing at Montgomery
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At 9 a.m. on Sunday, October 6, 1996, my moment of truth as a first-time Sweepstakes judge arrived as I found myself confronted in the Norfolk ring by an entry of 22 appealing youngsters ranging in age from 6 to 18 months. As the classes began, two qualities were apparent in varying degrees among my entries, both dogs and bitches: (1) balance and (2) soundness. I also knew that, although I should be on the lookout for type, in young dogs of the ages I was judging, type may not yet have developed.

My foremost objective was to get as accurate a physical perspective on these youngsters as time would allow. To achieve this, I let my hands tell me as much as possible. It’s downright rewarding to feel a good spring of rib, neat layback of shoulder and a strong, firm loin beneath one’s grip. Length of upper arm and curve of stifle — two of the most important sources of good movement — were also very much on my mind, as was angulation of rears and fronts.

I’ve noticed that the term “angulation” is seldom used in describing fronts. To me, “front angulation” is as valid as “rear angulation” in describing overall movement. In most classes, dogs and bitches alike displayed good drive from behind. I wished for better front angulation, although many a seasoned judge of our breed maintains that fashion wrongly ignores the deeper curve of an old-fashioned “digging front.”

Heads were strong in 9-to-12-month puppy dogs with nicely rounded breadth of skull and most ears correct in placement and carriage. In expression, the 9-to-12-month bitches and Junior Bitches (12-to-18 months) had it over the boys. We sometimes hear disparaging comments about round, “poppy” eyes in our breed. On this day I found most eyes sufficiently (and a few ideally) dark and oval in shape, the better to convey that hard, “varminty” glint so prized by our breed’s founders.

Noteworthy overall were good temperaments. In a few entries, ring manners fell short, but after all, this was Sweepstakes! Almost every pup was lively and easy to bait, some even preferring my furry pocket-mouse to their owners’ gourmet treats. In going over pups on the table, I was particularly pleased that only two contenders took exception to my eternal baseball cap!

The majority of bites were correct scissors. Exceptions: A few mouths with full dentition and sound teeth were apparently crowded, causing tongues to protrude; two bites were level (not a good prospect in dogs so young); and one otherwise lovely entry was already slightly undershot.

Several youngsters were in shorter-than-preferred coat, with furnishings just coming in. Given their youth and otherwise obviously good conditioning, I had no problem with this. I’m pleased to report that the only two black-and-tans present carried harsh outercoats and substantial undercoats.

Best in Sweeps was Ben Kelev’s Good Time Charlie (Ch Max-Well’s Will B Good x Ch Sheer Bliss Sylvia Ben Kelev), a promising Junior from the 12-18 month class. At 15 months, this very likeable boy, owned by Diane Tracy, Lori Pelletier and Carol Falk, is mature in appearance, balanced in conformation and admirably self-confident. His good movement derives from his well-angulated rear and strong, well-defined neck and shoulders.

Best of Opposite was Max-Well’s Christmas Joy (Ch Max-Well’s Weatherman x Ch Max-Well’s Memolly Butternut), bred and owned by Sandra R. Tait. This winsome miss of 10 months
NORFOLK SWEEPSTAKES (Cont’d)

is still developing, and she, too, is a good mover. She already handles herself with spirit and authority; it will be interesting to see her in the show ring a year from now.

I wish to thank the Club for the honor of judging our Jubilee Year Sweepstakes. Heartfelt thanks, too, to ring stewards, Mrs. Connie Barton and Dr. James Holt. Their knowledge, civility and efficiency made this first-time experience an utter pleasure. My rapport with other Norfolk breeders and owners has never been more keenly felt than “on the day.” Nor have I ever been more forcefully aware that, whereas stud dog and brood bitch are the bedrock and foundation of every breed, it is the young dogs coming along on which the future depends. May good sportsmanship prevail, and may we all, even in competition, continue to support and learn from one another.

NORWICH SWEEPSTAKES

Judge Sue Weaver

I would like to thank the NNTC for asking me to judge the Sweepstakes at their Specialty at Montgomery. I was thrilled and excited at such a nice entry.

It was a beautiful fall day and all the entries were on their best behavior and showed well. Most of the entries were presented in good condition and temperaments were great. On the whole, I found the dogs of proper size and type and generally in good coats. I don’t want the Norwich to get too large, but I also don’t want them to lose bone and substance. As a breeder, I was alarmed at the number of bad mouths I found on some otherwise nice dogs. This is a serious problem and should not be taken lightly. While movement was generally good, I did notice some poor rear movement which we still obviously need to work on.

My Best in Sweepstakes was from the Junior Bitch class, Skyscot’s The Contessa, owned by Pamela Rubenstein. A lovely typey bitch, with good bone and quality head and expression, she moved freely with good level topline. I would have taken her home in a minute. My Best of Opposite came from the Junior Dog class, Little Tramont Hole In One, owned by Sophie Stephens. He was a sound, sturdy dog of wonderful type and balance, nice moving in good condition. His tail was a bit gay for me, but he had everything else going for him.

I want to thank all the exhibitors for being so gracious. It was exciting, challenging and great fun.

Helen Gisin of Switzerland, breeder of BOS in Sweeps Little Tramont Hole In One (owned by Sophie Stephens); NNTC Governor and Norwich Sweeps judge, Sue Weaver; Pamela Rubenstein, owner of Best in Sweeps Skyscot’s The Contessa.

Photo: Barbara Miller
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As I had lunch with my husband, George, I thought about what would be before me judging Norwich at Montgomery. I had a record entry of 101; would there be quality, or just numbers? Well, I must say that the entry was packed with quality and the pleasure was all mine.

6-9 Month Dog. (1) Pair-A-Docs’ Tail Of The City was showy, with a good rear, good coat, a very dark eye and quite nicely presented. (2) Woodlans Badger Boy was not as short in body, but in lovely condition with a wonderfully groomed coat. (3) Dreamweaver Building A Legacy had an excellent front, but unfortunately was in his p.j.’s and needed another 4-5 weeks to grow some coat; I’d love to see him again in “show” coat.

9-12 Month Dog. (1) Norweim’s Sir Winston was of excellent type, with a good tail set, good front and rear. He shows a lot of promise and I’m anxious to see him when he matures. (2) Highwood’s Grizzly Riffle has an excellent harsh coat which was beautifully groomed but he was not as mature as the first place. (3) Ariel Red Ramses At Den-Mar had the sought-after dark eye and shape with an excellent grizzle-colored coat. (4) Sand-Castle Captain Kidd, a nice showy male with substance, completed this quality class.

12-18 Month Dog. This age is always difficult to evaluate because they are not really puppies but they haven’t yet matured in mind and body. That said, (1) Psalms Salutations, a very sound-moving dog, really could strut his stuff. Very well presented and in best condition, he had a very dark eye. (2) Highwood’s Parachute Adams was not as mature and needs more time. He’ll be worth a look in a few months. (3) Devondale’s Master Meriwether was shown at a disadvantage because his coat had passed its prime. However, he is of good quality.

Bred By Exhibitor Dog. (1) Devondale’s Master Mirthmaker, a typey, short-legged young man, with a proper coat with good grooming, was overall outstanding and considered for WD and RWD. (2) Piccadilly Call Me Jim Bob is a showy dog with a dark eye and excellent ear shape, size and position — qualities often passed over but so necessary for the total Norwich. (3) Temblor Overtime has a good short face and nice quality; he seemed to be suffering from sore ears, though, and let down on his presentation.

Open Dog. (1) Skyscot’s W C Fields also was WD/BOW. Despite being the last dog to enter the ring, this was the dog I was waiting for! He had the look, presence, balance, soundness and was beautifully presented. On this day, no judge could find fault with his eye, ears, coat, soundness, short back and his never-ending showmanship; plus he has the correct size. I can only say good things about this dog. (2) Glendale’s Citizen Kane, who was RWD, is a black and tan of exceptionally good type and very showy, with an excellent coat and a balanced and lovely head. (3) Ariel Roosevelt was smaller in size but put together well; he was in hot competition with the 1st and 2nd place dogs. (4) Little Tramont Hole In One is young; when he bodies out, he will be difficult to beat.

6-9 Month Bitch. Skyscot’s Autumn Serenade was pretty in style, typey with a great rear and a beautiful mouth. She was a good size for this age.

9-12 Month Bitch. To me, this class represents what we can expect in the future in quality for our breed. After my evaluation, I was delighted; I believe the breed is in good hands with
these bitches as our future breeding foundation. My selections: (1) Titanium Apfel-Torte was balanced, sound, typey, the right size for a bitch, deep-bodied and showed very well; she took RWB as well. (2) Ketka’s Frankly Speaking was typey and showy with a lovely, correct top line. She didn’t move out as forward as the first place bitch, but I’d still take her home with me to enhance my breeding line. (3) Cobblestone’s Calloway had to settle for third in this hotly contested class. She was a bitch with correct proportions, top line, type; I just loved the way she was so attentive to her owner/ handler. (4) Devondale’s Mistress Mickifinn rounded out the placements. I loved her type, soundness and excellent condition and presentation.

12-18 Month Bitch, (1) Sho-Me Ketka’s Embassy Sweet, a very typey young adult with a beautifully shaped dark eye and a smooth top line, moved out well for me. (2) Top Drawer Folly of Hightwood needs a little more time to mature. Again, this is a difficult time to look their best due to incomplete maturity and the lack of that “puppy bloom.” (3) Littlefield Mazie Dear. I had a difficult time deciding between 2nd and 3rd as they both had some very good things about them. (4) Small Steps Li’l Ms Sunshine will certainly place higher in the future when she bodies out more.

Bred By Exhibitor Bitch, (1) The Redstroke’s By Paddington, was showy, with a beautiful top line and that so-important dark eye. I made up my mind early that this was my first place. (2) Karilynn’s Second Edition had a wonderful driving rear. (3) Bay Run It Had To Be You carried the most substance in this class. (4) Travelmor’s Gloriana, a black & tan, is very typey but needs more time to mature.

Open Bitch, (1) First, and WB, was Arcadian Gem’s Padparadshah, a bitch we all wish we could breed and own. She was the soundest Norwich in the classes. I could see the paws of her feet as she went away and her shoulder set is perfect. She was the only one who really had the front reach we dream about and seldom see in this breed. She maintained her level top line throughout the gaiting without a roll or a dip. She has a beautiful balanced head with correct proportions and dark eyes. She was a bit longer in the loin than most this day, but perhaps we are breeding too short a body and too much squareness. Perhaps a bit longer is better. What do you think? (2) Skyscot’s The Contessa made me wish I had two first place ribbons. She, too, was all type with the good attributes breeders desire. She was more bodied than the 1st place bitch. (3) Ariel Primrose had to settle for third in this tough contest. (4) Aven-Port Picadilly has a bit longer body than those placing ahead of her but she has a good head and dark eye that got my attention.

Best of Breed. In addition to the 31 entries, WD and WB, two veterans — Ch Ji-Ro’s Seabee and Ch Highood’s Black Gnat — strutted around the ring. The ring was too small for everyone so I split the class into two sections keeping them in catalog order not separated by sex. I felt that each and every one deserved an equal chance and that no male should be judged before a bitch just because of gender. I was thrilled to see the quality line-up of these Specials — so many great dogs in superb condition, each showing and giving its all!

BOB was Ch Fairewood Frolic. I have seen and admired this bitch in the ring but never before had my hands on her. When I went over her, my heart skipped a beat because of her type and the sheer pleasure of having before me the near perfection of the breed. Ladies and gentlemen, she has it all! The only thing wrong with this bitch is that I don’t own her, too! I bow to and applaud Lotus Tutton for breeding this thriller. I applaud her handlers, Peter Green and Beth Sweigart, for making her into the harmony of presentation when she wants to behave. And, to her owners, Alexander and Glorvina Schwartz, for putting her out before the entire dog world, to be seen and compared with other greats in other breeds. I think it is healthy for our breed to “showcase” before the public. Be not afraid that this will produce an oversupply of pups to meet an increasing demand. Our breed will never reach “overpopulation” due to the small litter size and C-sections.
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BOS went to Ch Kristil's Royal Conqueror. He is a striking, balanced male with substance. His rich, red coat enhances his overall glow. He is sound with a beautiful top line that never falters.

Awards of Merit: Ch Skyscot's Bella Donna, a beautiful, typey, balanced bitch with outstanding coat color enhanced by dark eyes; and Ch Pair-A-Docs' Rue Toulouse, who has a dark red coat that can outshow anyone.

Ch Chidley Willum The Conqueror won the Stud Dog class, followed by Ch Highwood's Ratfaced MacDougal; Brood Bitch was Ch Highwood's Black Gnat. The Brace was a sister/brother combo, Ch Pair-A-Docs' Rue Ursulines and Ch Pair-A-Docs' Rue Toulouse. This pair later strutted out into the big MCKC group ring and placed Third. Ch Fairwood Frolic carried the Norwich breed banner into the Group ring and took a respectable Fourth.

If I could change anything, it would be this: Add two more Awards of Merit for our Specialty. Thank you for having me judge this specialty and for entrusting me with your dogs and breeding. The pleasure was all mine. THANKS FOR THE MEMORIES...

---

Photos: Barbara Miller
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Judge Frauke Hinsch, DVM

I had a great time judging this show — beautiful sunny, warm weather; perfect organization as usual; very helpful ring stewards; and most of all, super Norfolks all the way through! I want to thank the Club for the invitation to judge and all the helpful members and others whose efforts made my stay so enjoyable. And, I want to thank all exhibitors for the wonderful entry they gave me — so many Norfolks and such good quality!

I thought the quality of Norfolks had improved immensely since my last visit to Montgomery two years ago. The impact of some stud dogs, especially some imports from England, is obvious. BOB from two years ago, Ch Nanfan Culver, has left his “mark” on many of the ones I liked this year. I was a “ringsider” in 1994 and loved seeing Culver win. Of course, there were also a lot of others with different breeding that were of high quality.

My BOB, Ch Max-Well’s Weatherman, was an attractive red dog who I heard later has done a lot of winning and I can see why. He was shown in perfect condition and moved so well. I liked his head and outline; he is surely hard to fault. He was nearly beaten, though, by his younger sister, Ch Max-Well’s Walk On By, my BOS, a bitch of extremely high quality, lovely type, super outline and so stylish and animated on the move. Later I learned that this was the same bitch I liked two years ago.

The two Awards of Merit went to a dog and bitch who came closest to my winners. Ch Arroyo’s Keefolk Amador is a sturdy bitch of high quality and good breed type, so well presented. Ch Reidmar Rob Roy is quite a young dog and not yet so substantial, but of very good overall balance and quality with a beautiful head and expression. I could continue to write on and on about the dogs and bitches in the BOB competition as there were many who really took my eye and who I could only fault when going over them on the table.

6-9 Month Dog, Skyscot’s Rough Rider, the only entry, looked very promising with good substance, size and balance for his age.

9-12 Month Dog, (1) Wonderwood Rob Roy, a substantial dog of perfect breed type, took my eye as soon as he entered the ring and, although he had his faults, he won on type. (2) Southampton Sir Winston was a bit short of coat for the day, but also very nice in body and balance and a perfect mover. (3) Churchwood’s Sneak Thief was still a bit rangy compared to his competitors, but promising.

12-18 Month Dog, (1) Wonderwood Luck Of The Draw was an overall well-balanced dog. (2) Ben Kelev’s Good Time Charlie was sub-stantial, but the winner had the better topline. On the move, they were both paddling a bit in front.

Bred By Exhibitor Dog, This class seemed unfair to me because one dog was 8 months old and the other 18 months old; everyone who has bred Norfolks long enough knows how much they change and body-up in this long period of time. (1) Keefolk’s True Lies, the older of the two, won because he looked more mature and typey on the day. (2) Avalon’s First Step, the younger, was very short backed with a super front and typical head. He’ll surely make his way!

American-Bred Dog, Copperplate Big Bad Woof, the only dog in this class, is compact and well-balanced with very nice drive from behind and correct movement.

Open Dog, The Open class was of high quality with several very good specimens. (1) Ruddridge One Happy Fella exhibits very good breed type, super head, correct front and rear.
quarters, and lovely coat and condition. (2) Churchwood’s Max-A-Million was of similar type, but just did not have the style of the winner. The same can be said of (3) Buckeye Deerwalk Alexander and (4) Kimberlee’s Lil Rascal. This was a really nice class which I liked a lot. Some of them are still rather young and need a bit more time to mature, however. Both my Winners Dog and Reserve came from this class in the final lineup.

6-9 Bitch. (1) Zebedee Fruit Of The Spirit was shorter and more mature, better in coat and ear carriage than (2) Abbedale Ever So Clever, whose name I just adore!

9-12 Bitch. (1) Max-Well’s Christmas Joy is a super typey bitch in perfect presentation. (2) A close second was Keefolk’s Mistress Of The Bark, a sturdy, promising bitch with good body and coat. (3) Southampton My Son was smaller, but a true mover. (4) Wonderwood Strange Brew, a black and tan, was still a bit gangly on the move.

12-18 Bitch. (1) Pinchbeck’s India Ink of Glendale was a compact black and tan of correct type and balance; very good head, front and rear; and shown in beautiful condition. I like her a lot! (2) Dakota’s Forever Wild did not quite have the substance of the winner, but was also very nice in body. (3) Prestwick’s Tidal Wave was still rangy, just not ready yet.

Bred By Exhibitor Bitch. (1) Arroyo’s Huntrhavn Show Girl was a short, well-made bitch who showed so well. (2) Zebedee Galilee’s Peace was very typey and sound with a lot to like, but unfortunately did not show to advantage. (3) Wonderwood Canasta and (4) Wenwagon Sonata of Bilbrough were both longer in body and not quite so good in head, but very nice movers.

American-Bred Bitch. Only one entry, Max-Well’s Sports Paige, but a nice one! Short and typey and a very good show girl.

Open Bitch. This class, like the Open Dog class, had a lot of quality and it was hard to narrow it down to only four places. My winner, Strathcona’s Maggie McGriff, was a stylish mover with a lovely topline, beautiful length of neck, typical head and so well presented. (2) Glenelg Grazie and (3) Glenelg Piacere were very similar in type to the first place winner, just not quite as perfect for the day, but two of high quality. I later heard that they are littermates! (4) Copperplate Chloe was also very good in type, shorter on leg, compact, short body and beautiful head and expression — a typey little bitch which I also liked a lot.

WB and later BOW went to the Open Class winner, I later learned she was sired by a dog of my breeding! Reserve WB was the black and tan from the 12-18 month class who really took my eye also.

The two Veterans, Ch Surrey Seascape (D) and Ch Wonderwood Caliope (B) were presented in lovely condition and looked extremely well for their ages. Both had harsh coats and compact bodies. The bitch was very substantial and a correct mover; the dog, short in body with a pleasing outline. Both seemed to enjoy their day out!

It was nice also to have a Stud Dog and Brood Bitch class in the ring. I think these classes should be better supported: In the Scandinavian countries you regularly see progeny classes with four or five of the sire’s or dam’s get. A beautiful sight! Thank you for bringing these Stud Dog/Brood Bitch classes in the ring.

The Brace was of superb quality — two specimens of perfect breed type and so much alike, compact, with lovely heads, presented in good coat and condition. A brace to remember.

Personal Observations

• Is it really necessary to put “color” on Norfolk coats? “A good horse has no color” is something I learned many years ago. A good Norfolk doesn’t need to be deeper red than his natural coat color. Nowhere in the standard does it say that Norfolks must be deep red. Leave them their natural color, please, and if you personally prefer them to be deep red, then try to breed them a darker color. There were not many in the ring who looked unnatural in color, but some certainly did.
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- There were a lot of brown eyes — all shades from light to dark, but only a few really dark eyes. Of course, I know that the sun was quite bright that day which makes brown eyes look even lighter.

- Mouths were generally okay, and are not of foremost importance as long as the dogs "can do their job." Considering the standard and that Norfolks are supposed to be able to kill vermin, they should have big teeth and strong jaws instead of tiny teeth crowded up in narrow underjaws. I found a couple of undershot mouths and several with less than the required six incisors in the lower jaw. I would bear this in mind when breeding these dogs in the future, being careful not to double up on these less than desirable mouths.

- Coats were on the short side on many of the dogs — much shorter than we are used to seeing in Europe. There were only a few who had the required length of 1-1/2 to 2 inches in body coat. The texture was usually good, though. There are also very distinct differences in grooming, mainly on the heads, from the way we groom in Germany, or is done in Scandinavia and England. I saw very short and smooth coats on top of the heads, on the cheeks and in front of the ears, with the ruff under the ears and muzzle hanging down. The short eyebrows were brushed forward like those of a Schnauzer and gave the dogs a whole different expression which I found strange. I like a bit more hair on top of the head and cheeks and a "natural" look of the eyebrows, and the ruff shouldn’t be hanging but sticking out to the sides. I hope I’ve expressed myself correctly here as I don’t want this to be misunderstood. This is about grooming and not the quality of the dogs’ heads! I just wonder why the dogs are groomed this way.

- In England, the country of origin, it is traditional to show Norfolks on a rather loose lead, or at least standing free. It is certainly not to the advantage of the breed to kneel down and stack the dogs. They should stand free, even if the tail drops sometimes...it shows the typical Norfolk temperament and looks a lot nicer on the whole. They should also not be walked with the lead strung up in the air. But there were only a few at this show where it was a bit extreme.

- It would be helpful for the spectators if the placements were a bit easier to see, perhaps by marking the armband numbers on some kind of poster [or chalkboard] which could be taken around the ring after the class, or posted somewhere where people could look at it later. Several ringsiders told me that it was very difficult to see armband numbers from a distance.

In conclusion, many thanks again to everybody who helped make this such a great time for me. It was a big thrill to be invited and I truly enjoyed my trip!

A Personal Note From Frauke: This week I have received a couple of photographs from one of my winners. I was thrilled and want to say thank you. It would be GREAT if others who had their dog’s picture taken after the judging could send me a print as well. Also, other pictures of the Norfolk judging are most welcome; I would enjoy getting them a LOT. My address: Dr. Frauke Hinsic, Ritzenberger 3, 27337 Blender, Germany.

“Tanked” at 4 weeks
Photo: Jody Cunningham
Best of Breed

Ch Max-Well’s Weatherman pictured with Judge Dr. Frauke Hinsch, handler Susan Kipp and her daughter

Best of Winners
Strathcona’s Maggie McGriff

Best of Opposite
Ch Max-Well’s Walk On By

Reserve Winners Dog
Churchwood’s Max-A-Million

Photograph of Winners Dog
not available

Reserve Winners Bitch
Pinchbeck’s India Ink of Glendale
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Best of Breed
Ch Fairewood Frolic pictured with Judge Mrs. Joan Schurr Kefeli, handler Peter Green, Trophy Chair Louise Leone and Show Chair Kathleen Eimil

Best of Winners
Skyscot's WC Fields

Best of Opposite
Ch Kristil's Royal Conqueror

Winners Bitch
Arcadian Gem's Padparadschah

Reserve Winners Bitch
Titanium Apfel-Torte

Reserve Winners Dog
Glendale's Citizen Kane
NNTC MATCH
THE NORWICH ENTRY — Judge Missy Wood

Judging our Sweepstakes in 1982 was an experience. Judging the Sweeps again during our 50th Anniversary Year was an honour. But presiding over the puppies at our 60th Year Match Show was just plain fun! So many pups full of promise and play, with a picture perfect day for parading their stuff.

Complete results of winners and placements are reported elsewhere in the News so I will only speak in overall terms. Attitude and temperament were excellent and this bodes well. Even those few who needed more table training or hated having their mouths opened greeted me with kisses and wags and paid no mind to a strange hand going over them. Coats were good; light and/or protruding eyes were in the minority; and the shoulders, backline, tail sets and fronts were all pretty much as they should be. Unfortunately, I have a foot fetish and would have preferred to see more forelegs finished off with well-knit feet on deeply cushioned pads. C’est la vie. Rears were so-so and need careful attention. Many exhibits lacked drive, but that may improve with age.

One thing that won’t improve with age, however, is a bad mouth or bite and I saw plenty of those. Overshot, undershot, missing incisors, parrot-jaw, wry mouth. You name it, I saw it, and my disappointment probably showed. We must address this matter immediately or it will take generations to correct. Breeders have the right to demand an examination of the mouths of prospective matings and both parties must be open and “up front” about malocclusions, be they problems in the past, littermates, etc. My Best Puppy and Best Adult were both in tiptop condition, well-boned, well-proportioned, proper-headed, and moving with intent; but what put them over the top were their correct mouths. Our standard calls for a scissor bite with a clean, strong jaw. There are no exceptions. So, breeders, please take heed. Honesty and a strong desire to improve and correct are what we need to get us through.

The Match Show itself was a sheer delight. Match Chair Joan Church, along with husband Don, obviously worked hard, adding new touches such as the wood carvings of Norwich and Norfolk used as placement markers. Match Secretary Lindsay Simon and her band of merry helpers made things run smoothly, as did ring stewards, Charles Kaleta and Tom Ward. Anna and Michael’s cheerful catalogue, flowers everywhere and a festive box lunch were just some of the trimmings. A difficult job and not an easy task considering so many of the worker-bees were busy showing their own dogs all weekend long. My hat is off to you all.

And I thank you for a most lovely and memorable day.

THE NORFOLK ENTRY — Judge Jessica Relinque

I was so pleased to have been asked to judge the Norfolk entry at the NNTC Match in October. Thank you for inviting me, and special thanks to those who allowed me the privilege of going over their dogs. For a breeder to be able to get her hands on a large, unrelated group of young stock is a dream come true; it gave me a feeling for where I think the breed is headed.

My Best Puppy was an exciting bitch: She combined correct size and excellent bone with a lovely outline. To top it off, she has a pretty head, a dark eye and a correct mouth. The bonus is that she also has a strong, well-angulated rear. Even though her coat was not at its best and her ring savvy non-existent, I did not hesitate to award her the Best. She’s my idea of how a Norfolk should be built. Overall, I was so pleased with the quality of the puppies that I would have been happy to award Best Puppy to several of the entries. I’d say that the breed is making positive strides.

I awarded Best Adult to a black and tan male who exemplified good bone and appropriate size. His attractive head, nice hard jacket and appealing type won him the prize.

That said, some general criticism follows: Heads were generally attractive, though more than a couple had light eyes. Most were not light enough to be offensive, but if this is a trend, it will ultimately become a problem; otherwise, I think there are more important issues for breed-
ers to worry about. I saw more than a few incorrect mouths. Nothing shockingly bad, but there were some general malocclusions, a few level bites and a couple of entries with missing teeth that could not be attributed to youth.

As far as overall body type is concerned, I noticed a tendency toward a certain silhouette — up on leg and without enough neck to offer balance. Not quite a Cavalier King Charles look yet, but still something that bears watching. Our breed standard does not call for a lot of neck, but when leg length is longer than ideal, a good neck is the only way to save the outline. The only Norfolks who can get away with no neck are the super-cobbles. And we really need to aim for shorter hocks, well-bent stifles and power-rears. Though there was more uniformity with regard to bone and size than in some previous years, there were still some toyish types as well as oversized specimens in the ring. Good bone should neither translate into an 18-20 lb. dog, nor should it be sacrificed in an attempt to control size.

It was truly a pleasure to serve as Match Judge and I thank all who entered.

MATCH RESULTS

NORFOLK
Best Puppy: Zebedee Fruit of the Spirit (B)
  Breeder: Melanie Wallwork
  Owner: Melanie Wallwork
Best Adult: Rightly So Sinful Reflection (D)
  Breeders: C. Harrold,
           F. Rumpf & L. Leone
  Owners: C. Harrold, F. Rumpf
          & L. Leone

NORWICH
Best Puppy: Solaire Seems Like Old Times (B)
  Breeder: Joan Seipp
  Owners: Tom Vicarick &
          Joan Seipp
Best Adult: Devondale’s Master Mirthmaker (D)
  Breeders: Linda Hope &
          Anna Bellenger
  Owner: Anna Bellenger

Norfolk judge Jessica Relinque
with Best Norfolk Puppy and
NNTC Ethics Chair Franz
Corman Nidever

Norwich judge, Missy Wood,
with Best Norwich Puppy,
owner Tom Vicario and Joan
Church, Match Chair

Photos: Barbara Miller
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NORWICH

by Nonie Reynders

The three shows of the weekend were blessed with brisk but clear days. Club members and friends crowded ringside as the large entries were judged.

At Hatboro on Friday, Norwich were called at 8:30. Mrs. Jeannine Dowell judged an entry of 67 Norwich (24 class dogs, 23 class bitches, 12 dog specials, 7 bitch specials and one veteran dog). It was a very cold morning with a biting wind; fortunately, the judging went quickly. WD/BOW went to Glendale’s Citizen Kane; WB to Skyscot’s The Contessa; BOS to Ch Kristil’s Royal Conqueror; and BOB to Ch Fairewood Frolie, who went on to a Group I.

The Devon Association held their event at the Ludwig’s Corner show grounds on Saturday. Norwich were assigned to Ring 20, located in a sheltered area below the main tenting and concessions, which permitted us to park close to the ring as well as to visit more easily with one another. The breed was called at 12:45. On a blissfully sunny day, Judge Edd Bivin had drawn an entry of 73 Norwich (24 class dogs, 28 class bitches, 14 dog specials and 7 bitch specials). WD/BOW was Skyscot’s W C Fields; WB was again the lovely Skyscot’s The Contessa. BOS went to Ch Tinitytowne Tailormade Shonleh. And BOB, Group I and Best in Show went to Ch Fairewood Frolie.

Sunday morning seemed to arrive a bit too early. It was cool and wet underfoot as we set up under the tents, and the lines for coffee and catalogues seemed endless. But there was a sense of excitement and anticipation in the air. At 10:30 in Ring 16, Sweepstakes Judge Sue Weaver welcomed an entry of 37 Norwich hopefuls (15 dogs and 22 bitches). The pups were gaited on the macadam walkway that bisected the ring. Judging gently and equally, the judge gave each Norwich every opportunity to show to its best advantage. She placed Pamela Rubinstein’s Skyscot’s The Contessa (out of Junior, 12-18 months) as Best in Sweeps. This lovely bitch (Ch Devondale’s Master Mandrake x Ch Skyscot’s Donella) was bred by Leslie Becker. Ms. Weaver then chose as BOS Sophie Stephens’s Little Tramont Hole-In-One, also out of Junior. This dog, by Sandcastle’s Ryder Cup out of Little Tramont Funny Christmas, was bred by Helen Gisin of Switzerland.

Our Specialty Judge, Mrs. Joan Schurr Kefeli, arrived ready for the hunt attired in red tails, a sidesaddle skirt, boots and a derby — and a-hunting she did go! At 12:30, the first breed class was called by our hard-working stewards James Mitchell and Mari-Beth O’Neill. Mrs. Kefeli drew an entry of 101 Norwich (31 class dogs, 36 class bitches, 21 dog specials, 10 bitch specials, 2 veterans and a brace).

Her placings from the classes were as follows: WD/BOW went to Skyscot’s W C Fields (Ch Devondale’s Master Mandrake x Skyscot’s Tumbleweed), out of the Open class. The owner of this lovely dog is W. F. Milburn. RWD went to Linda Haring’s Glendale’s Citizen Kane (Ch Sandcastle’s Little Big Man x Ch Glendale’s Constant Comment), also out of Open. WB, Arcadian Gem’s Padparadschah (Ch Highwood’s Ratfaced MacDougal x Ch Bramble Run’s Arcadian Gem), was bred by Kathy Attwood and owner/handled to her championship this day. RBW, out of the 9-12 month puppy class, was Titanium Apfel-Torte (Ch Barnstable Paws For Applause at Titanium x Dykefoot Orange Pippin of Titanium), bred by Eileen and Tom Needham and owned by Sandra Stemmler.

Veteran Dog was seven-year-old Ch Ji-Ro’s Seabee (Ch Barnstable Barney Jayco J x Ch Ji-Ro’s Red Robin), bred and owned by Eileen Rourke. Veteran Bitch was eight-year-old Ch Highwood’s Black Gnat (Ch Royal Rock Don of Chidley x Ch Highwood’s Jordan Baker), bred and owned by Nonie Reynders. Each got a chance to circle the ring and enjoy the applause. Ch Chidley Willum the Conqueror paraded with three of his get to beat his son, Ch Highwood’s Ratfaced MacDougal, in the Stud Dog class. It was a treat to see this dog again and to see what
he continues to give to the breed. Ch Highwood’s Black Gnat, with three puppies from her current litter, won the Brood Bitch class. The biggest hand was given to the lovely Brace that the Pair-A-Docs kennel exhibited. They were beautifully matched, and a great deal of time and energy had obviously been devoted to prepare them for Montgomery. They went on to a Group III placement.

Mrs. Kefeli then turned her attention to the 31 Specials. After dividing her ring, she judged the first 15 dogs and bitches and then the rest, among them two Veterans, WD and WB. She placed the dogs in order and selected the following: BOB to Ch Fairwood Frolic (Ch Royal Rock Don of Chidley x Ch Long Valley Fairwood Cheers), bred by Lotus Tutton and owned by Sandy and Glorvina Schwartz. “Rocki” went on to take a Group IV at the end of the day. BOW was Skyscot’s W C Fields and BOS was Ch Kristil’s Royal Conqueror (Ch Chidley Willum the Conqueror x Ch Dunbar Royal Kristil). This dog was bred by Debra Oster and Susan Kipp and is owned by J. McMurray and Susan Kipp. Awards of Merit were presented to Ch Skyscot’s Bella Donna (Ch Devondale’s Master Mandrake x Ch Skyscot’s Donna Lee), bred and owned by Leslie Becker, and to Ch Pair-A-Docs’ Rue Toulouse (Ch Castle-Bar Dragon Dbl Nine x Ch Pair-A Doc’s Sauce Meuniere), bred by David Moynihan, Kenneth Sumner and Milton Seiler, Jr., and owned by them with Jerome and Judy Widlow.

The weekend was a wonderful exhibition of old and new breeding; it was a treat to see so many old kennel names resurfacing. Most importantly, it was a chance to catch up with friends in the breed and to make plans to keep in touch through the year.

NORFOLK

by Barbara Miller

Fall, the time of year when terrier breeders, owners and exhibitors meet for a weekend in the Pennsylvania countryside at Hatboro, Devon and Montgomery. Excitement built as we arrived at the host motel and began to unload dogs, crates and luggage; there were hugs and kisses among old friends and introductions to newcomers.

Mrs. Jeannine Dowell, NNTC member and Norwich owner, judged Norfolk at Hatboro. A lovely California dog, just a year old, Wonderwood’s Jack O’Lantern (owned by Freddie Jackson), took the WD ribbon home. Joan and Melissa Church are the owners and co-breeders with Jim McTernan of Churchwoods Max-A-Million, RWD. Susan and Greg Salkow and Michael LaBrie were quite excited when their Copperplate Chloe went WB. Another Californian, Arroyo’s Huntrhavn Show Girl, owned by Ed and Ann Dum and co-bred with M. Bell, won the RWB ribbon. Copperplate Chloe went on to capture the BOW ribbon. Mrs. Dowell selected Ch Arroyo’s Keefolk Amador (owned by the Dums and co-bred with the Balls) BOS. For BOB, Mrs. Dowell pointed to Ch Max-Well’s Weatherman, known as “Storm.”

Saturday was a tad bit warmer; still, those of us who left early for Devon layered our clothing. At midday, Norwich and Norfolk judging commenced. The Norwich ring was down in the horse show ring area. In my youth, I didn’t mind running from ring to ring, but now that I’m a grandmother of four, dashing up and down that hill was a bit tiring. As long as we are one club, wouldn’t it be nice if show-giving clubs realized that we would like to have our breeds judged in rings near or adjacent to one another?

Mr. Robert Sharp passed judgment on 59 Norfolks with, I believe, six absentees. Ruddle Ridge One Happy Fella was WD/BOW. Bred by the mother-daughter team of Nancy and Judy Patchan, this year-old dog is co-owned by Daniel Sabo and the Patchans. RWD was Wonderwood’s Jack O’Lantern. In the bitch classes, Strathcona’s Maggie McG riff caught Mr. Sharp’s eye and stepped into the WB position. RWB was Max-Well’s Christmas Joy, owned by Sandra Tait. Ch Arroyo’s Keefolk Amador and Ch Max-Well’s Walk On By battled it out under Mr. Sharp’s watchful eye. “Walk On By” (“Wicket”), bred by Barbara Miller and co-owned with Jim and Marge McTernan, was Mr. Sharp’s selection for BOS; Ch Max-Well’s Weatherman, took the BOB ribbon.
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Sunday morning the big day arrived — Montgomery, our National Specialty, the one we all wait for. In past years, we’ve experienced biting cold, pouring rain and summer-like heat. But, this time it was sunshine and clear skies. I arrived early and found new trophy chair, Louise Leone, setting up a trophy table in each ring. This time, our rings were adjacent to each other, making Louise’s job simpler and allowing exhibitors, breeders and ringside fans to watch both breeds being judged.

Nat LaMar, whose Reidmar kennel has produced many champions, was Norfolk Sweepstakes judge. BOS went to Max-Well’s Christmas Joy (Reserve Winners Bitch at Devon the day before), who was shown by her first-time-in-the-show-ring owner Sandra Tait. We all thank Nat LaMar for his gentle manner and keen eye in judging the young ones.

Dr. Frauke Hinsch, from Blender, Germany, is well-known for her Allright Norfolk who live all over Europe, England and the U.S. After a brief consultation with the stewards about ring procedures, the judging began. Dr. Hinsch was extremely efficient and had excellent command of her ring and the entry.

As the Patchans sat ringside, Ruddle Ridge One Happy Fella went WD for the second day in a row. Churchwoods Max-A-Million repeated his Hatboro win by going RWD. Strathcona’s Maggie McGriff repeated her Devon performance by capturing WB and BOW (to finish), Black and tan Pinchbeck’s India Ink of Glendale went RWB.

Past NNTC president, Doris McGee, was ringside and loved watching her Veteran, Ch Surrey Seascape, go through his paces. Jessica Relinque proudly presented her Veteran bitch, Ch Wonderwood’s Caliope. Jim McTernan, co-owner with wife Marjorie and good friend Michael LaBrie, showed the Brace team of The Duke of Copperplate and Ch Nanfan Christmas Joy. Andrew Kramer’s Ch Reidmar Mercator represented the Stud Dog class and Wenwagon Beatrice the Brood Bitch class for Debby Pritchard. It would be nice if these classes were held after the breed competition as many Specials who might exhibit are busy getting ready for the BOB judging.

In the Best of Breed competition, Dr. Hinsch had a tough assignment as 19 Specials walked into the ring along with WD, WB and Veterans. Each was examined by Dr. Hinsch and moved up and back and around the ring. Tension built. As on the day before at Devon, Ch Max-Well’s Walk On By (“Wicket”) and Ch Arroyo’s Keefolk Amador went head to head. In the end, Wicket won BOS. For the third day in a row, BOB went to Ch Max-Well’s Weatherman. Dr. Hinsch presented Award of Merit ribbons to Lucinda Jewell’s Ch Reidmar Rob Roy (bred by Sweeps judge, Nat LaMar) and Ch Arroyo’s Keefolk Amador.

During Best in Show judging, it was an honor having Judge James Reynolds pull “Storm” as one of the finalists. We Norfolk owners congratulate our Norwich cousin, Ch Fairwood Frolic, on her Group IV placement at this fabulous show. We all thank Dr. Hinsch for a thrilling day.

NNTC Governors — Joan Schurr Kefeli and Sandra Stemmler

Photo: Barbara Miller
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New Title Holders

CH FAIRWAYS NIMZOINDIAN DEFENSE
(Ch Buckeye Bradley x Ch Fairways Hazard)
Breeder/Owner: Jody and Jim Cunningham
Zoe finished in June 1996 at the NNTC Supported Entry in Texas
under Judge Anne Rogers Clark

CH SHONLEH HOMEMADE TEA BISCUIT JE
(Ch Shonleh Radford Tweed x Ch Shonleh Crystal)
Breeders: Mr. & Mrs. E. B. Murphy
Owner: Dana Sansing
Biscuit is involved in many activities. Retired from
the show ring, she is a wonderful mother, a model
(calendar girl), and most recently enjoys Earth
Dog trials.

CH JERUSALEM PRIMROSE
(Ch Miller’s Sanmann Golden Edge x Ch Jerusalem Rosie)
Breeder/Owner: Phyllis K. Pullen, MD
Primrose finished her Championship with four majors
including the Louisville Specialty and the
Columbia Terrier show.

CH MILLER’S GOLDEN PERFECT-SON
(Ch Jerusalem’s Tyler Too x Ch Miller’s
Golden Edition)
Breeder/Owner: Elaine A. Miller
Finished December 7, 1995, just after
celebrating his first birthday. Bred, owned and
loved by Elaine Miller.

CH GLENELG GRAZIE
(Ch Reidmar Mercator x Wenwagon Beatrice)
Breeder/Owner: Deborah G. Pritchard
Grazie has fun showing. Her first win, at 7
months, was at the Fall ANTA Match. Spring
1996, Grazie sparkled her way to majors at
Columbia Terrier, Trenton and Long Island,
there under Breeder/Judge Elizabeth Cartledge.
New Title Holders

CH TINTOWNE TAILORMADE SHONLEH
(Ch Fairway’s I Am Sam I Am x Ch Shonleh Homemade Tea Biscuit JE)
Breeder: Dana Sansing
Owners: Dana Sansing, Sharon Curry
Undefeated in Open, winning 6 consecutive shows including 3 majors and BOB over Group placing specials out of the classes.

CH TINTOWNE TINKER BUSY ASA BE
(Ch Fairway’s Sam I Am Sam x Ch Shonleh Homemade Tea Biscuit JE)
Breeder: Dana Sansing
Owners: Dana Sansing & Robert Harley
Issy B, Tinytowne’s first homebred champion, finished easily at 13 months, beautifully handled by Sally George.

CH WENWAGON’S ADAGIO BILBROUGH
(Allright Rolling Thunder x Ch Windstar’s Wildflower)
Breeders: Regina Swygert-Smith & Linda Plummer
Owners: Regina & Michael Swygert-Smith
Always owner-handed, Sophie finished at 15 months with 3 majors and a Group placement. On 12/26/96, she produced the perfect Christmas present: a litter of four.

IN MEMORIAM
CH PAPRIKA OF WHITEHALL

Norfolk terrier, American and Canadian Champion, Paprika of Whitehall, died peacefully on January 2, 1997. He lived a long 13-year life in the loving home of Dr. Leon W. and Trisha Lussier. After Lee’s death in 1993, Pappy moved with Trisha to Lake Placid, New York, where he and his progeny were the ambassadors of Main Street. Until this winter they could be seen walking to the Post Office almost daily. Trisha, now married to Vince Forrest, runs a small bed and breakfast where Pappy, along with Tiddypott and Mr. Bear, was the official greeter and lover of all the guests. He had a brilliant show career and a grand retirement. He will indeed be missed.
BREEDER UPDATES

PINCHBECK (NORFOLK). It is increasingly rewarding to watch the puppies I’ve sent out, as well as the ones I’ve kept at home. Ch Pinchbeck Midnight Express (Ch Buckeye Bradley x Pinchbeck Midnight Train), owner-handled by Joe Franchi, is currently relaxing in nearby Morris Township, contemplating motherhood. Meanwhile, Joe has bought Pinchbeck Primrose (Ch Sandpiper’s Barker’s Point x Ch Reidmar Sweet Georgia Brown) and is planning her ring debut in early spring. As she is from Georgia’s last litter, I will be watching her progress carefully as I watch her litter sister, Pinchbeck Sophisticated Lady (Kate), whom I share with Annie Alpert of Cranford, NJ. Kate had a rough start due to a leg injury but she has flourished in a one-Norfolk household under Annie’s watchful eye.

Mary Fine reported in the last News that Franaro Tylwyth Devlin took a CD at six months; Devlin’s sire is none other than Ch Pinchbeck Sam Browne (Ch Jaevna Night Owl x Ch Reidmar Sweet Georgia Brown). I am currently working on an Obedience degree with another Sam daughter, Pinchbeck Pollyanna. As she is showing early signs of being a star, I think I can look for Sam’s get to have a high degree of intelligence and, as Mary would put it, a good work ethic! Pollyanna’s full brother, Pinchbeck Old Sweet Song (Ch Pinchbeck Sam Browne x Pinchbeck Aunt Polly) is also showing early signs of both conformation and obedience potential. As a recent convert to obedience work, I must say that it broadens my perspective on the meaning of “handsome is what handsome does!” Since Sam and the gang accounted for a 20-lb groundhog this summer, I’m pleased with the results of my breeding program which is designed to produce dogs who have good temperaments, show qualities and the potential to be the tough hunters they were originally bred to.

— Sue Ely, Bernardsville, NJ

ROLLING RIDGE (NORWICH). This past year, I have felt more like a canine geriatrics nurse than a breeder. Of our gang of ten terriers (7 Norwich, 3 Dandies), seven qualify for the Veterans’ class; three of these are teenagers. Of our eight bitches, four are spayed. The unspayed ladies include a 13-year-old and two 14-month-old Norwich — too old or too young for motherhood. The other intact female, a 4-year-old Norwich, is taking an extended vacation after last summer’s (1995) C-section. So our whelping box is temporarily in storage, waiting for our youngest Norwich to grow up.

Thankfully, except for a male Dandie who lost one eye to glaucoma in 1995, none of our senior citizens has yet had any serious health problems. Still, it is difficult to watch once-so-active family members visibly aging. How swiftly time passes for even these relatively long-lived little terriers. I dread the final farewells.

— Alison and Bill Freehling, Versailles, KY

TINYTOWNE (NORWICH). My Norwich, Biscuit, has been busy these days. Shortly after earning her Junior Earthdog title, she is attempting to make Norwich history. Several years ago, my good friend, Sharon Curry (Shonleh), stored sperm (in the ICG sperm bank) from her very special dog, Shonleh Heckler (now in Norwich heaven). We decided to try breeding Biscuit with Heckler’s sperm, something no Norwich has succeeded in doing. ICG requested extensive testing to determine the best day for the breeding to take place. They shipped the semen in straws and packed in cold packs to the veterinarian. The breeding was done as a surgical implant (minor surgery), a requirement of ICG. The implant occurred in the morning and Biscuit went home that afternoon. We’re anxiously looking forward to Holiday puppies.

— Dana Sansing, Greenbrae, CA

Biscuit on her way to her Jr. Earthdog title
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HEVANS (NORFOLK). The summer flew right by and before I knew it, it was Montgomery time. I think it was a great time, and I want to thank all those people who made it that way! I had an especially good time not showing dogs but visiting with old friends.

I have two puppies from last year’s litters and now realize that the best ones are in wonderful pet homes! You never know, and I certainly don’t regret the placements. As an old friend taught me, first you keep what you want to show yourself, then you place the others in a home better than what you can provide and there can be no regrets. She’s right. I’ve had an opportunity to visit with a number of my pet people — my dogs and I would be happy to go live with any of them!

— Heidi Evans, Laurel, DE

MAX-WELL (NORFOLK). As I write this, my feathers are as puffed as a proud peacock. Max-Well Norfolk are ranked one, two and three, all systems, in breed standings. Max-Well is the only kennel in any breed to hold the top three positions. Within the top ten, Max-Well also has a placement, at number 10, with co-owner Linda Lucust, Ch Max-Well’s Farmer In The Dell. All are Max-Well-bred, owned by me or co-owned with me. Jim and Marge McTernan are terrific co-owners of “Wicket” (Ch Max-Well’s Walk On By) and “Dealer” (Ch Max-Well’s Wild Card). As for the all-terrier standings, Ch Max-Well’s Weatherman (“Storm”), is number 7 and “Wicket” is number 10. I believe this is the first time that two Norfolk bred by the same breeder have ranked in the Top Ten All-Terrier. As a breeder for over 30 years, and Norfolk over 20, I can only tell you it’s a labor of love and dedication.

Dedication is what brought two beautiful club trophies to my Max-Well home: the Kinspirit trophy, offered by past NNCTC president Ellen Lee Kennelly, and a Best of Winners Challenge trophy. Each of these trophies required the winning of three BOW ribbons by dogs belonging to the same owner. Once this was accomplished, a process that began for Max-Well dogs in 1986 and ended in 1995, each trophy was “retired” and came to my home. (In actuality, the third “leg” for each trophy was won by Max-Well dogs in 1991, but Club records didn’t accurately reflect the previous wins; when a fourth “leg” was won in 1995, the trophies were awarded to Max-Well.) Because the Best of Winners Challenge trophy had been removed from circulation, the Club replaced it with a sterling silver bowl. Despite the confusion surrounding this trophy, I am proud to own both of these magnificent trophies. Mrs. Kennelly, residing in Santa Barbara, California, in the earlier days was often seen in the show ring with her Norfolk terriers. I feel a close tie to the past having won a trophy donated by her.

— Barbara Miller, Old Brookville, New York

Editor’s Note: Barbara’s mention of these trophies has prompted the News to initiate a column about Club trophies. This column, which will appear in the Summer 1997 issue, will describe Club trophies, explain how these trophies are won and present some historical background. It will be authored by our “erstwhile historian” Alison Freehling.

TERRAPIN (NORWICH). Spring and summer were filled with Puppy Love, paddling poolside or bumbling at the beach. Those who went to new homes were grabbed up by “repeat” owners, which always speaks positively for the breed.

On a somber note, the two brothers who came back to me four years ago died this summer, just short of their 16th birthday. It came as no surprise to me, knowing how devoted they were to each other, that when one died, the other soon followed. They are, appropriately, buried next to each other near their favorite haunt — the vegetable garden. There they will be in death as they were in life. Hank and Max — Side by Side — Together Forever.

— Margaretha Wood, Phoenixville, PA

Hank and Max
Brotherly Love Forever
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DIRECTORY OF BREEDERS and STUD DOGS
Listed Alphabetically by State and Kennel Prefix
Only Members of the Norwich and Norfolk Terrier Club may be listed.

CALIFORNIA

ARROYO-NORFOLK-Ed & Ann Dum, 3784 Muirwood Dr., Pleasanton, CA 94588.
Tel: 510-462-7776.
  CH ARROYO’S BRONZE DARTER by CH Todwil’s Shadrach x CH Capstone’s Just A Love.
  CH ARROYO’S KEEFOLK GRIZZLY by CH Strathcona’s Raffles x CH Arroyo’s Hope & Glory.
  CH ARROYO’S WILD AT HEART by CH Rightly So Original Sin x CH Capstone’s Just A Love.

Tel: 619-744-5171.
  CH HIGHWOOD’S GREENLIGHT’S FARGO by CH Royal Rock Don of Chidley x CH Highwood’s Green Light.

FAIRWAY-NORWICH-Jean Bryant, 15013 Rio Circle, Rancho Murieta, CA 95683.
Tel: 916-354-2728.
  CH FAIRWAY SAM I AM SAM by CH Devondale’s Master Miles x CH Fairway Tara’s Final Edition.

KINGS COURT-NORWICH-Joseph & Elizabeth Spera, 22841 Kings Court, Hayward, CA 94541.
Tel: 510-889-9978.
  CH CASTLE-BAR CUT TO THE CHASE by CH Wickworth Lord Bill x CH Castle-Bar Corsage.
  CH DUNBAR PRINCE ALADDIN by CH Dunbar’s Frequent Flyer x CH Dunbar’s Flag Waver.

MAYFAIR-NORFOLK-Kathleen Eimil, 388 Country Club Dr., San Francisco, CA 94132.
Tel: 415-665-6111.
  CH MAY FAIR ROCK’ N ROLL by CH Greenfield’s The Hustler x CH Wonderwood Megabyte.

STRATHCONA-NORFOLK-Brenda & Lyle Coleman, 2244 Port Aberdeen Place, Newport Beach, CA 92660.
Tel: 714-644-4424.
  CH STRATHCONA RAFFLES by CH Rightly So Original Sin x CH Wenwagon’s Strathcona Friday Flyer.

Tel: 415-461-8406.
  CH TINTOWNE TAILORMADE SHONLEH by CH Fairway’s I Am Sam I Am x Ch Shonleh Homemade Tea Biscuit JE

Tel: 415-494-8286. Fax: 415-854-7259.

CONNECTICUT

LYNDOR-NORFOLK-Doris & Jerome L. Gerl, 80 Wekekeepeemee Rd., Bethlehem, CT 06751.
Tel: 203-266-7305.

SOUTHFIELD-NORWICH-Mary Pat & John Stone, 158 Davenport Dr., South Field Point, Stamford, CT 06902.
Tel: 203-961-9098.
  CH HIGHWOOD’S POGO by CH Devondale’s Master Miles x CH Highwood’s Black Gnat.

Tel: 860-429-5331.

DELAWARE

HEVANS-NORFOLK-Heidi H. Evans, 158 Delaware Ave, Laurel, DE 19956.
Tel: 302-875-7815.
BREEDERS AND STUD DOGS (Cont'd)

ILLINOIS

GLENBEIGH-NORWICH-Susan Edgar, 2300 Briarhill Dr., Naperville, IL 60565. Tel: 708-416-1736.
CH STARFIRE'S SINCERELY YOURS by CH Barnstable Little Red Wagon x CH Half A Bob's Hot Gossip.


PICADILLY-NORWICH-Elaine & George Besbekis, 626 Helen Dr., Northbrook, IL 60062. Tel: 847-272-5321.

SNUGGERS-NORFOLK-Cindy Chrisos, 16306 Collins Rd., Woodstock, IL 60098. Tel: 815-337-0519.

KANSAS


KENTUCKY

ROLLING RIDGE-NORWICH-Alison & Bill Freehling, 3500 Huntertown Rd., Versailles, KY 40383. Tel: 606-873-0659.

LOUISIANA

CH CASTLE-BAR DRAGON DBL NINE by CH Castle-Bar Snapdragon x CH Castle-Bar Tulip.
CH CASTLE-BAR EYE OF THE TIGER by CH Danellen's Long Valley Finny x CH Castle-Bar Tiger Lily.

MARYLAND

DREAMWEAVER-NORWICH-Al Ferruggiaro, 3201 Belle Cote Dr., Burtonsville, MD 20866. Tel: 301-421-1930.
CH DREAMWEAVER SON OF A WITCH by CH Devondale's Master Manfred x Skyscot's Wags to Witches.

JERUSALEM-NORWICH-Phyllis K. Pullen, M.D., 2807 Jerusalem Rd., Kingsville, MD 21087. Tel: 410-879-6817.
CH JERUSALEM TYLER TOO by CH Laetans Ebenezer CD x CH Jerusalem Fergie.
CH JAEVA MOON MAGIC by Eng CH Jaeva Cheddar x Glen Heather Tell You What.

MERCATOR-NORFOLK-Dr. Andrew A. Kramer, 20543 Amethyst Lane, Germantown, MD 20874. Tel: 301-972-3819.
CH REIDMAR MERCATOR by CH Heathjul Christmas Robin x Ch Chidley Charm.

MASSACHUSETTS

BEN KELEV-NORFOLK-Carol Falk, 13 Moulton Rd., Peabody, MA 01960. Tel: 508-535-4448.

PIXETOWN'S-NORWICH-John & Dottie Saletnik, 36 Prospect Gardens, Ludlow, MA 01056. Tel: 413-547-8535. Fax: 413-547-0404.


CH STIRLING WEE MR. AT STARWOOD by CH Surrey Cottleson Sideboy x Duchess of York at Starwood.
BREEDERS AND STUD DOGS (Cont'd)

MICHIGAN

ABBEDALE-NORFOLK & NORWICH- Joan Eckert, 5014 East G Ave., Kalamazoo, MI 49004. Tel: 616-342-9649.
   AM & CAN CH BEAR HILL'S MAXIMILLIAN, OFA, by CH Rugus Pass the Buck x CH Bear Hill's Miss Crisparkle. (Norfolk)CH ABBEDALE'S MURPHY BROWN, OFA, by CH Jaeva Matti Brown x CH Hobbitshire Anne of Aabedale. (Norfirk)
   REGENCY'S WINSTON AT ABBEDALE by CH Maxwell's Weatherman x CH Aabedale's Sweet Peas Regency. (Norfirk)

ETCHER-NORWICH-Martha A. Seaman, 1248 East Maple Rd., Birmingham, MI 48009-1482.
   Tel: 810-647-1603 (home), 810-647-7339 (office).

MINNESOTA

ARCADIAN-NORWICH-Kathleen Attwood, PO Box 213, Preston, MN 55965.
   Tel: 507-765-4460.


MISSOURI

   CH BARNSTABLE CHIP OF THE ROCK by CH Royal Rock Don of Chidley x CH Todwil's Barnstable Two Bits. (Norwich)
   CH BARNSTABLE REDENBACHER by CH Greenfields's the Hustler x CH Barnstable Bach toBasics. (Norfolk)
   CH BARNSTABLE BACK F'LD IN MOTION by CH Todwil's Shadrach x CH Surrey Sail Away. (Norfirk)

GAYLORD-NORWICH-Larry Adams & David Guempel, 1900 Harter Farm Rd.,
   High Ridge, MO 63049. Tel: 314-677-8822.
   CH TITANIUM MASTER CHEF by Chidley Love 'em and Leave 'em x Titanium Mystique.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

ARIEL-NORWICH-Fraya Katz, 52 Jewett Lane, Hollis, NH 03049. Tel: 603-465-2774.
   CH ARIEL OSKAR TESTAROSA by CH Barnstable Barney Jayco J x Ariel Pink Rose.

VENERIE-NORFOLK-John & Pam Beale, Twin Brook Farm, PO Box 179,
   Peterborough, NH 03458. Tel: 603-924-4029.
   CH GREENFIELD'S STEP TO THE REAR by AM & ENG CH Nanfan Culver x
   CH Greenfield's Calliope.
   CH DEERWALK PADDY MCGEE by CH Buckeye Bradley x Pennywhistle Dear to My Heart.
   CH JUFELT'S MASTER CRISPIN by CH Heathful Christmas Robin x CH Jufelt's
   Penny Farthing.
   CH COPPERPLATE ALEXANDER OF VENERIE by CH Nanfan Coughdrop x CH Mayfair Jitterbug.

NEW JERSEY

   Tel: 908-475-5666.

LILLYWYDD-NORFOLK-James & Marjorie McTernan, 26 Alexandria Dr., Pittstown, NJ 08867.
   Tel: 908-735-6650.
   ENG, AM & CAN CH NANFAN CULVER by ENG CH Nanfan Corndodger x
   ENG CH Nanfan Carraway.
   CH MAX-WELL'S WILD CARD by ENG, AM & CAN CH Nanfan Culver x CH
   Max-Well's Whizard of Oz.
   CH NANFAN CAT BURGLER by ENG & AM CH Nanfan Caper x Nanfan Crib.
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NEW JERSEY (Cont’d)

CH PINCHBECK SAM BROWNE by CH Jaeva Night Owl x CH Reidmar Sweet Georgia Brown.


NEW MEXICO

BETHWAY-NORFOLK—Barbara Fournier, Rt. 7, Box 139F, Santa Fe, NM 87505-9010. Tel: 505-983-3087.
CH BETHWAY’S CARLOS by INT CH Red Pepper Charly Chidley x Bethway’s Miss Santa Fe.

SOUTHWEST QUARTER-NORWICH—Ellen Lucas, PO Box 769, Alto, NM 88312. Tel: 505-336-9675.
CH MILLER’S GOLDEN NUGGET by CH Royal Rock Don of Chidley x CH Norweim’s Golden Feet V Miller.
CH SIERRA’S APACHE JACK by CH Miller’s Golden Nugget x CH Royal Rock Butternut.

NEW YORK

BEAR HILL-NORFOLK—Patricia Lussier Forrest, PO Box 28, Lake Placid, NY 12946. Tel: 518-523-3369.
CH BEAR HILL’S MOUNTAIN MAN by CH Paprika of Whitehall x CH Bear Hill’s Mrs. Tiddy Pot.


DAKOTA-NORFOLK—Barbara Parker, 28 Shubert Lane, Bethpage, NY 11714. Tel: 516-796-0622. Fax: 516-796-0569.

CH HIGHWOOD’S ST ANDREWS by CH Highwood’s Great Gatsby x CH Highwood’s Royal Starfire.
CH HIGHWOOD’S RATFACED MACDOUGAL by CH Chidley Willum the Conqueror x CH Highwood’s Jordan Baker.
CH BRAMBLE RUN’S ROYAL TALISMAN by CH Highwood’s Royal Coachman x Starfire’s Bramble Run Pixie.

LIME TREE-NORFOLK—Mrs. Nancy D. Lindsay, Altamont Rd., RR 3, Box 219, Millbrook, NY 12545. Tel: 914-677-3111.

MAX-WELL-NORFOLK—Barbara Miller, 135 High Farms Rd., Old Brookville, NY 11545. Tel: 516-676-9506.
CH MAX-WELL’S WEATHERMAN by ENG & AM CH Nanfan Culver x CH Max-Well’s Whizard of Oz.
CH MAX-WELL’S WOOLY B GOOD by CH Hugo’s Prancer x CH Max-Well’s Wind Chase.
CH MAX-WELL’S WINTER SPORT by CH Nanfan Crunch x White Star Alice Max-Well.
CH NANFAN COUGHDROP by CH Nanfan CatMint x Nanfan Cribbage.
CH MAX-WELL’S FARMER IN THE DELL by CH Moraine’s Farmer Brown x CH Max-Well’s Whilhelmina.
CH MAX-WELL’S WILD CARD by ENG AM CH Nanfan Culver x CH Max-Well’s Whizard of Oz.

NEVELSRUN-NORFOLK—Jane B. Rosen, PO Box 1266, New York, NY 10028. Tel: 212-397 9713.
CH NEVELSRUN RUB RAG by CH Nanfan Caper x Nevelsrun First Filly.
BREEDERS AND STUD DOGS (Cont’d)

TEXAS (Cont’d)
CAVALERI-NORWICH—Caroline Stewart, Rt. 1, Box 406, Iola, TX 77861. Tel: 409-394-2634.
AM & CAN CH BLAIR-NA-PARK-WESTON by NZ CH Daffran Jack of Spades x NZ CH Blair-Na-Park Olinda. AM & CAN CH DEVONDALE’S MASTER MICHAEL by CH Long Valley Hardie Scott x CH Devondale’s Mistress Mercy.

FAIRWAYS-NORFOLK—Jim & Jody Cunningham, 44 FM 150W, Kyle, TX 78640. Tel: 512-262-3300.
WENSUM-NORFOLK—Marleen Greif, 1113 Felder, Navasota, TX 77868. Tel: 409-825-7919.

VIRGINIA
BILBROUGH-NORFOLK—Regina & Michael Swygert-Smith, P.O. Box 768, Marshall, VA 20116. Tel: 540-364-3860.
FAIRFIELD-NORWICH—Peggy E. Cone, Fairfield Farm, Box 407, Berryville, VA 22611. Tel: 703-955-1434.
GLENELG-NORFOLK—Deborah G. Pritchard, Box 1083, Middleburg, VA 22117. Tel: 540-253-5344.
WATERMARK-NORWICH—Phyllis Giroux, D.V.M., Deep Run Farm, PO Box 88, Goldvein, VA 22720. Tel: 540-752-4710.
CH DEVONDALE’S MASTER MILESTONE by CH Devondale’s Master Miles x Devondale’s Mistress Mona.

WASHINGTON
CASTLE-BAR-NORWICH—Barbara Pierce, 19204 N.E. 58th St., Vancouver, WA 98682. Tel: 360-254-3601.

STUD DOGS TO APPROVED BITCHES. PEDIGREES ON REQUEST.
AM & CAN CH JI-RO’S SEA BEE by CH Barnstable Barney Jayco J x CH Ji-Ro’s Red Robin.
AM & ENG CH RAIN MAKER AT JAEVA by ENG CH Cobby’s Timothy Gyp x ENG CH Jaeva BlueBell.
AM, MEX, PR & INT CH JI-RO’S RED RASCAL by CH Ji-Ro’s New Spirit O’Wychwood x CH Tuppenne Totally Awesome.
RIBBONCLIFF-NORWICH—Monna M. Travis, 3184 Hedding St., Entiat, WA 98822. Tel: 509-784-1544.

WEST VIRGINIA
DUNBAR-NORWICH—Mrs. Joan Schurr Kefeli, 2 Ashmore Dr., Davisville, WV 26142-9797. Tel: 304-422-0009.
CH DUNBAR’S SHORT CIRCUIT by CH Sandspur’s Banjo of Brick Hill x CH Blair-Na-Park Harlequin.

WISCONSIN
CAAMELOT HILLS-NORWICH—Edith Steging, 327 South 9th, Oostburg, WI 53070-1317. Tel: 414-564-6078.
CH CAMELOT HILLS FRIAR TUCK by CH Devondale’s Master Manfred x CH Starfire Royal Gossip.
POMIRISH-NORWICH—Sally Baugniet, 411 S. State St., Mishicot, WI 54228. Tel: 414-755-2994.
JI-RO’S RAIN DANCER POMIRISH by CH Rain Maker at Jaeva x CH Pomirish Abby’s Honey Bee.

“Nap Time”
Show It Goes
by Sally Hohn

With puppy Norwich in our house
It’s like we’re in a zoo!
We thought life here was busy,
‘Til we did a show or two!

The dog show life’s a circus life:
You start off in the night
(Before the birds begin to sing!)
To get to the show site.

The first one there will save a spot
Under the grooming tent
For other Norwich owners
Who come to the event.

Unload the crates, unfold the pens,
Set up the grooming table;
Put all the dogs out in the pens
As soon as you are able.

Rush over to the “super’s” tent;
Submit the slip you need
To switch your Norwich “champion”
From “Puppy Bitch” to “Breed.”

Stop and buy a catalog.
Go and park the car.
Locate the “facilities,”
(of course, they’re really FAR!)

Come back and walk the Norwich pups.
(The grass is sharp and wet.)
Practice their gaiting up and down
And hope they won’t forget!

Dry their little dewy feet;
Straighten out their “feathers,”
Get the armbands. Pass them out.
Walk to the ring together.

We’re all set now; we’re ready
For the judge to do our breed.
Six worn-out Norwich owners
And it’s only 9:15!

10/11/82

In loving memory of the life of Sally Hohn and her beloved, departed Norwich terriers: Ch Halfway the Earl of March (“Buster”), Halfway Duchess of Yarrow (“Eloise”), Ch Chidley Lily of Hedgerow (“Lily”), Ch Chidley Thistle of Hedgerow (“Thistle”).

Printed by INSTY-PRINTS™ Warrenton, Virginia

INSTY-PRINTS is owned by Debbie and Allen Legg who have provided extra-special care to the News, just as they do to Brandy, a Zebedee Norfolk (belonging to Debbie’s parents Tom and Dottie Galloway of Cornelius, NC) who visits them regularly. The small world of our small terriers.